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what's a partman?

● d-i component responsible for partitioning disks, 
creating filesystems/swap/crypto, mounting 
/target, and preparing /etc/fstab
○ Does not install bootloader

● 20+ udebs, each a collection of shell scripts and 
descriptor files, small bit of C (~1.5MB on-iso)





● d-i also ships the parted udeb, both for manual 
setup and as a dep of partman

● partman git has history going back to 2004
● guided setup + preseeded headless setup
● well-translated
● declarative, UI-free

○ ties in unobtrusively with the rest of d-i, but
○ limits flexibility and power



why replace partman?

● There's no compelling reason to replace partman, and anything 
hoping to requires quite a bit of functionality, some of it only 
germane to the system installation use case.

● There would be a significant amount of work building and 
verifying any replacement, and it's unlikely that anyone would 
want to do so.

● It's not like a replacement is going to just fall, fully-formed, from 
the heavens...



...let's take it back to 2012

● Experimental Debian derivative "SprezzOS"
● One goal was well-integrated deployment of ZFS

○ Installer support was mandatory
● Another was proper alignment on SSDs/AF disks

○ This likewise needed install-time support
● I wrote a disk manager and integrated it with d-i
● Admitted to Debian archive in 2020



● Doesn't rely on d-i infrastructure, and is 
thus also available as a post-install 
utility...

● ...but explicitly designed to fit into the 
partman-sized hole in d-i.

● --target option runs in install mode 
where successful return implies 
working /etc/fstab, ESP/MBR, 
installed bootloader.

● libreadline and TUI modes 
(readline-based is probably best for 
Braille/screenreaders).







SprezzOS 1.0 installer (d-i fork), 2012



SprezzOS 1.0 installer (d-i fork), 2012



form your parentheses of salt and say the incantation...

in a d-i context:

openvt -v -w -s -- \

 fbvfbterm /usr/share/sprezzatech/sprezzos.png \

  growlight-curses -i -t "$TARGET" --disphelp



SprezzOS 1.0 installer (d-i fork), 2012
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Why growlight might be an improvement

● Growlight is an enthusiastically-maintained post-install tool. New hardware 
and kernel interfaces are quickly supported, and these would become 
immediately available to the installer. Recent examples:

○ Linux 5.6 "drivetemp"
○ Shingled Magnetic Recording
○ Linux 5.15 BLKGETDISKSEQ  ioctl

● There's (presumably) less incentive to work on an installer-only component, 
and a different set of testing opportunities.



Why growlight might be an improvement

● UI naturally supports simultaneous displays of detail for multiple devices
● UI exposes more information (SMART status, firmware versions, etc.)
● Controller-based hierarchy in UI with bandwidth considerations

Partman is arguably the most complex d-i component, but is restricted to the 
primitive UI available to the rest of the installer. This is great for visual 
continuity, but less great for displaying a lot of information.



Dispelling those concerns which can be dispelled

● UI continuity: change the background color to blue and you're halfway there

● C vs shell: "Partman has a very specific structure and requires a fairly strict 
conformance to this structure for udebs that extend its functionality." partman 
is not a trivial system to pick up and extend, even beyond the peculiarities of 
the d-i environment.

● C vs modern languages. Sorry, this is what I've got--but it's there. The installer 
would seem to present a rather small attack surface?



Dispelling those concerns which can be dispelled

● Binary size: first-attempt udeb of 1.2.35 runs ~200K (includes both binaries):

-rw-r--r-- 1 dank dank 207316 2021-08-16 06:24 growlight_1.2.35-1_amd64.udeb

● Also wants a few libraries (libatasmart, libblkid, libpci), among them 
Notcurses, but only libnotcurses-core2, not libnotcurses2. 

● Only the latter has the dependency chains necessary for processing media.
● Probably a wash when partman-* and parted are removed

● Don't want ZFS? No problem, already built sans-ZFS for the archive.



Dispelling those concerns which can be dispelled

● Can coexist with/fall back to partman, especially at first
● .isinstallable udeb control file allows disabling it / removing from menu at 

runtime for configurations known to be problematic
○ Not recommending this as any long-term solution, of course

● Notcurses ought work fine with serial terminals, over remote console, in pure VGA 
mode restricted to ASCII, framebuffer, etc.

● "Does it support [insert blockdev thing here]?" Probably. If not, there's almost 
certainly a bug on it. Might be a flurry of initial development to fill out rough edges.



Concerns remaining concerning

● Derivatives might have their own modifications to partman that would no 
longer be applicable

● What to do in GUI mode? Could just launch xterm if it's Xorg-based? If Linux 
framebuffer based, probably sufficient to use openvt?

● Existing preseed recipes would need either a bug-compatible 
reimplementation of preseeding logic or to keep a copy of partman around



Concerns remaining concerning

● Hasn't seen anywhere near the diversity of testing/validation that partman 
has...but you've gotta start somewhere.

● Need verify that any replacement works at least as well with screenreaders 
and braille; I am not qualified to do this

● I "own" growlight; would Debian need its own fork?
○ Could probably make any undesirable aspects config options.
○ I'm actively looking to facilitate its use in the Debian installer; you can rely on a friendly 

upstream
● No translation work has been done on growlight

○ Could translation investment in partman be easily reappropriated?


